2.3. STAGES OF THE LIGHT INDUSTRY ENTERPRISES DEVELOPMENT IN UKRAINE IN CINEMATOGRAPHIC PERIODICALS OF THE 20-70-IES OF THE XX CENTURY

Introduction. The mid-20th century is characterized by rapid development of machinery and technology as well as by extensive use of cinematographic documentaries that made it possible to keep a record of historic events in cinematographic chronicles. Historians researched the rebuilding of the USSR industrial complex during the XX century within the context of historical setting, though the development of the light industry in the USSR as a separate industrial complex is not sufficiently studied.

Analysis of the previous researches. Historians and scientists dedicate their works to studies based on research of archival materials. Published memories and articles from the official press as of 1950-60-ies became the main sources of a scientific work by Kostyrchenko G. V.\textsuperscript{198}, which views the work and development of private enterprises, so called industrial artels (cooperative craft societies) engaged in the production of the goods belonging to the light industry range of products.

Maliarchuk O. M. views the process of establishing light industry in the Western region of the USSR on the basis of materials from State archive of Ivano-Frankivsk oblast. In the scientific work\textsuperscript{199} the researcher reviews the work of the light industry enterprises in Ivano-Frankivsk oblast, USSR in the 60-80-ies of the XX century.

Mishchanyn V. V.\textsuperscript{200} researched the state of the industry in Zakarpattia in 1944-1955 on the basis of materials from State archive of Zakarpatska oblast. Bazhan O. G. analyzed the rebuilding of the industry in the USSR in 1946-1950-ies.\textsuperscript{201} Materials from the Central State archive of NGO of Ukraine were used in the scientific work.

The purpose of the article is to research the work of light industry enterprises in Ukraine as well as the stages of their development in USSR during 20-70-ies of the XX century.

The findings of the research. First sewing factories were founded in the USSR at the beginning of the 1920-ies (Pic. 1, a) on the basis of the nationalized (taken from the previous owners) enterprises. For example, the factory “Kyiv odiag” (since 1932 factory named after Smirnov-Lastochkin) was set up on the basis of several Intendant Craft Workshops. In Kharkiv in 1920 the sewing factory was created as a result of the merging of several small craft societies, which was named after Yu. D. Tyniakov (the name has been preserved till present days).\textsuperscript{202} Sewing factory named after comrade Volodarsky (now “Mria”) was opened on April, 5, 1922 in Dnipro.\textsuperscript{204} Yelysavetgrad sewing factory in Kirovohrad (nowadays PJSC “SF Zorianka”, Kropyvnytskyi) was founded in 1922. The workshop for mending military clothes that incorporated 10 craftsmen and 10 sewing machines together with private entrepreneurs who were suggested to join the factory with their own sewing machines (Zorianka) served as a material basis for developing industrial
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production and operation of the factory. Picture 1 shows workers of sewing factories in Kyiv in 20-50-ies of the XX century.

Along with the state factories there existed artels (cooperative craft societies) which mainly belonged to private ownership. Artels united groups of people of the same profession or craft on the basis of societal production means. For example, in 1920 in Uzivka (now Donetsk) a small sewing artel “Igla” was organized. Since 1936 it became Volodarsky factory (since 1990-ies – sewing enterprise “Donbas”). A tailor sewing-mending workshop named “Persha Derzhshveimaisternia” was set up on the basis of the sewing workshops in Berdychiv, in November 1920 (now PJSC “Berdychiv clothes factory”). A workshop for unemployed tailors was organized in Vinnytsia in 1923. The first labour collective included 15 male and female masters who worked on their own equipment in the rented premises and were engaged in refurbishing used clothes. Gradually the workshop turned into a factory, which was named after Volodarsky in 1928 (now PJSC “Volodarka”). A sewing artel was organized in Cherkasy, which transformed into a knitting-mitten making factory, later into the knitting fabrics factory “named after 60 anniversary of Radianska Ukraina” in 1947.

In 1920-ies artels united 10-15 and more people while in 1940-ies the number of people on the stuff could reach 500-700 people. They were mainly located in cellar rooms where sewers worked on outdated equipment. Kostyrchenko writes “Cooperatives were more independent administratively and financially if compared to state enterprises”. They used toll raw materials processing arrangements and had more profits. “Business of those small factories and workshops thrived especially in comparison with the state enterprises of light and local industries which made losses because of burocracy in management, ignore of the consumers’ demand and extensive production mode”.

---

In 1960-ies all the artels were subordinate to local industries. Kostyrchenko G. V. mentions “According to the Decree of Central Committee of the Communist Party and Soviet of Ministers of the Soviet Union as of April, 14 “On Reorganization of Industrial Cooperatives” it was aimed at eliminating illegal private business of artels-cooperatives <...> manufacturing mass-produced products”.213 Until 1962 artels were eliminated and reorganised into factories of local industry. However, they were in fact, the same enterprises, named differently and paying more taxes Local industry factories existed only for 2-3 years after that, before 1964 they were turned into state and often united several artels into one factory. For example, Kyiv production sewing union “Ukraine”, set up in 1963 as a result of uniting sewing factories from Kyiv and surrounding regions.214 On May, 27, 1975 The Soviet of Ministers of USSR issued a decree “On management scheme of Light industry of Ukrainian SSR’ which foresaw “transition to 4-stage management scheme in the light industry”.215 In practice it meant that big unions including several factories and subordinating to the main enterprise were formed. For example, after reorganization in 1976 Kyiv production union “Ukraine” united 4 sewing factories; two from Kyiv and two from Kyiv oblast.216 In 1976 the factory named after Sirnov-Lastochkin (Production Sewing union named after Sirnov-Lastochkin) and factory named after Yu. D. Tyniakov (Kharkiv production sewing Union named after Yu. D. Tyniakov) became main enterprises of the sewing unions.217 Creation of big factories and production unions in the 60-ies and 70-ies of the XX century resulted in production of typical goods in thousand items batches, when several hundreds of items in each size of every model were produced.

Among reviewed and analysed archival documents there are cinematographic journals, special issues, film clips produced by Ukrainian studios as well as photos taken in different regions at enterprises of the light industry during the XX century. The review in the current article includes issues of the cinematographic journal “Radianska Ukraina”, which originated in 1938, and included reports on the work of Ukrainian light industry, films and cinematographic journal “Ukraine siogodni” issued from 1957 to 1959. Cinematographic journals contained materials on different topics aimed at representatives of different age groups, which were shown in the cinemas before feature films. Documentaries were mainly shown in the documentary film cinemas. Collections of film clips were used for creating cinematographic programs. Film clips which hadn’t been used in the programs remained in archives as materials for the next generation’s researches. While studying archival materials it was concluded that further development of the national economy and industrial production were the dominating topics for cinematographic documents within the period of 1945-1955.218 Film clips telling about the work of light industry enterprises came out only several times a year.

The first film clip about the work of one light industry enterprise in Ukraine came out in March 1946 in the cinematographic journal “Radianska Ukraina”. The clip showed the process of clothes production and readymade product’s quality check up in one of the factory workshops at Kyiv sewing factory named after Smirnov-Lastochkin.219 In November 1946 a report on opening of the rebuilt premises of the Central Department Store in Kyiv came out.220 Interior and the exterior
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of the shop as well as the wide range of products on sale which could be bought in central
department store in Kyiv were shown.

In December 1946 the second report from Kyiv sewing factory named after Smirnov-
Lastochkin came out.\(^{221}\) Production processes in the conveyor workshops of the factory were shown
in the report. The following report from the enterprise of the light industry came out in May, 1947
from Kyiv footwear factory № 4,\(^{222}\) which clearly demonstrated stages of tailoring foot wear details
(Pic. 2).

![Pic. 2. Tailoring footwear details: a, b – pressing out tailored details following the pattern
with the help of the press; c – demonstration of the thrifty use of raw materials.\(^{223}\)](image)

The following film clips of the cinematographic journal “Radianska Ukraina” told about
different light industry enterprises. In November 1947 a report from the sewing workshop of
Kharkiv knitting factory named after A. I. Mikoyan came out.\(^{224}\) In January 1948 production
process in the workshop of cotton machines and readymade product packing at Kyiv knitting
factory named after Rosa Luxembourg were shown.\(^{225}\) In July 1948 a film clip from Odessa sewing
factory named after V. V. Vorovskyy, dedicated to revealing the performance of the enterprise
workers, was demonstrated.\(^{226}\) Thus, within the period of a year and a half (from December 1946 to
July 1948), 5 reports from the enterprises of light industry actually came out.

In November 1948 a report aimed at revealing production processes at the enterprise of Kyiv
silk plant came out, demonstrating the process of readymade product packing.\(^{227}\) It was the first film
clip in the cinematographic journal “Radianska Ukraina” to tell about the fabric production.

In May 1949 the report from Odesa sewing factory named after V. V. Vorovskyy
demonstrated production processes not only in the sewing workshop of the factory but also in the
tailing one. At the end of the film clip there was a fashion show of the summer assortment of the
female clothes, produced by the factory.\(^{228}\) In autumn of the same year some reports revealing the
work of light industry in Ukraine came out. In September 1949 in the report entitled “The Top
Quality Producers” not only production processes in the cotton and sewing workshops but also
readymade products of Odesa knitting factory named after N. K. Krupska were shown.\(^{229}\) The report
which came from the western L'viv oblast of Ukraine ran about the performance of the new
L'viv cotton spinning factory.\(^{230}\) Film clip from Kyiv footwear making factory № 4 was focused on
the performance of the sewing department and at the end the final product of the factory readymade
footwear models were demonstrated.\(^{231}\)
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In the 50-ies of the XX century documentary film makers continued showing the work of light industry enterprises in Ukraine in accordance with the above mentioned principles: production processes at the enterprise, overdoing the plan, personal achievements and competitions, including inter republican and socialist, between workers, brigades, enterprises, as well as exchange of the advanced production experience. There were few reports on the work of the sewing industry as more film clips about other branches of light industry such as footwear, knitting and weaving industries came out. For instance, out of two dozen reports dedicated to the work of the light industry enterprises in the USSR issued within the period of 1950-1952, only one report from the sewing factory telling a story about production processes at Odesa sewing factory named after V. V. Vorovskyy and demonstrating its final products was shot. Such statistic data prove the fact of the sewn products shortage in the shops that is supported by the recorded stories of eye witnesses, the inhabitants of different oblasts of Ukraine at the end of 1940-ies – the beginning of the 1950-ies.

The reports from different exhibitions, displaying sewn, knitted and other types of light industry products on stands or during fashion show by fashion models are singled out into a separate category. The report from the exhibition of goods made of cotton grown in Ukraine at the republican congress of cotton producers came out in February 1950. The film clip showed sewn goods made of cotton grown in Ukraine, presented at the stands, which included such items as underwear, socks, shirts, dresses and other things. After the report for several years in row only production oriented issues revealing the performance of the light industry enterprises came out.

A report from regional exhibition of light industry products was shot in 1953 in Odesa. Wide range of models of men, women and children’s winter, spring and autumn, summer clothes were demonstrated on mannequins and stands by Odesa factory named after V. V. Vorovskyy during the exhibition (Pic. 3 a, b). Exhibitions of light industry products (Pic. 3 a, b) wholesale fairs (Pic. 3 c) were organized for workers of light industry and sale. The entrance to the premises where the exhibition was taking place was allowed only upon the special invitations. During the wholesale fair representatives of the light industry and sales organizations made contracts for production of the definite models of clothes in certain amounts and within defined time period.


Cinematographic journals demonstrated film clips not only on production related topics. In November 1953 a report from city conference of buyers, where consumers revealed their claims for enterprises of light industry, came out. In February 1962 a report from Kyiv Wholesale
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warehouse showed that 100% of delivered men shirts was returned to the supplier for being found faulty.238

Gradually cinema TV industries were picking up steam as well as the advancement of the light industry. Year in year round they not only increased the number of reports on the work of the light industry in particular but also a number of cinematographic journals in general, thus the percentage of the reports on the topic in view remains low. During some periods more reports focused on the topic of the light industry enterprises performance came out, than during others. For instance, during the four and a half post war years only 12 reports of the kind were produced, while in 1950 – 7 reports came out within a single year.239 A great number of the film clips on the work of the light industry was issued in the cinematographic journal “Radiansa Ukraina” in 1953 – 9 issues all in all, 8 of which within less than half a year period from august to December. In January 1954 in the issue № 1, summing up the achievements of the last year there was a report on economic, social and cultural development of Ukraine in 1953.240 The report on success of some Ukrainian enterprises from different branches of industry was supplemented with the demonstration of production processes at enterprises among which there was Darnytsia silk plant.

In 1956 cinematographic journal “Radiansa Ukraina” increased a number of reports on the work of light industry that was caused by the participation of the Soviet Union in the International Fashion Contest in Warsaw. Soviet Union among 6 other participants demonstrated 56 models of clothes, 52 out of which were awarded medals. The models from the soviet republics, which included the models by Ukrainian clothes and footwear designers, were demonstrated in Kyiv fashion house (Pic. 4, a). In September cinematographic journal “Radiansa Ukraina” issued a report from that fashion show.241 Some film clips on fashion shows were issued within the framework of the preparation for the International festival of Youth and Students, which took place in 1957 in Moscow. Since then cinematographic journals “Radiansa Ukraina” and “Ukraine siogodni” started showing reports on clothes demonstration.242 Film clips on fashion shows were filmed at Fashion Houses (Pic. 4, a, b), at enterprises (Pic. 4, c), festivals, exhibitions etc. The International Festival of Youth and Students significantly influenced both fashion and clothes of the citizens of Soviet Ukraine as a result new tendencies and new constructional decisions concerning clothes emerged.

In 1956 Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic introduced its goods of light industry at Brussels international exhibition. After the international exhibition in 1959-1960 many reports about the work of the light industry came out in the cinematographic journals also appeared cinematographic reports and special issues shot the light industry enterprises of the USSR which were included into other cinematographic journals or were shown separately as an independent film clip not a part of the journal, which incorporated some film clips on different topics.243 In 1959, for instance, a film devoted to Kherson cotton plant, telling about the work and achievements of the enterprise was issued.244

At the end of 60-ies – beginning of 70-ies of the XX century, within the period of 5 years only one issue about the performance of the light industry enterprise was issued (in 1970).245 It proves the fact that it is worthwhile researching the work of the light industry in the cinematographic periodicals of Ukraine from the angle of the historical life of the state.
Pic. 4. Models of clothes designed by construction-designers from USSR, which were presented at the international exhibitions, contests and fashion shows: a – a dress made of Darnytsia produced silk designed by Kyiv designers, awarded a golden medal at the International Fashion Contest in Warsaw 1956;\textsuperscript{246} b – models designed by artists from Lviv Fashion House, prepared for the show at the International Exhibition in Brussels, 1958;\textsuperscript{247} c – children’s clothes models made of knitted fabric by the labour collective of Kyiv factory named after Rosa Luxembourg, awarded a grand prix – a big golden medal at the International Exhibition in Brussels, 1959.\textsuperscript{248}

As for the places of the reports shooting, the researched cinematographic journals were issued in different regions of Ukraine. During the first post war years the majority of the film clips were shot in Kyiv and Odesa regions while since 1949 there was an increase in the materials from Lviv oblast. The topics of the issues mainly concerned rebuilding and launching new enterprises and workshops.\textsuperscript{249} From the second half of 50-ies a great number of films came from Kharkiv region and in the 60-ies from Kyiv and Chernihiv regions (including a great number of reports from the enterprises of the light industry) as well as from the eastern oblasts.\textsuperscript{250}

At deferent time periods cinematographic journals presented film clips shot at production sites of all branches of light industry such as: textile production – weaving production, knitted fabric production, ropes and other textile goods; clothes production such as working clothes, knitted, top garments and accessories, underwear, stocks and stockings, fur clothes production; footwear and haberdashery made of genuine and artificial leather.

Conclusions. The evolution of Ukrainian light industry development within the period of 1920-ies to 1970-ies was researched and stages of its formation within the mentioned period were defined on the basis of documentary archival chronicles. The development of the light industry in the USSR from artels (cooperative craft societies) to factories, plants and production unions of sewing, textile and footwear industries, was traced.
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